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The Ulftaler Schenke hotel in Burg-Reuland
Hauptstraße 7
Burg-reuland - 4790
Phone number (main contact): +32 80 32 97 67
Telephone de reservation: +32 80 32 97 67
http://www.ulftaler-schenke.be

Dominique Ketz

The Ulftaler Schenke hotel is located at the foot of the Burg-Reuland castle in the
Eastern cantons. There are 14 charming, comfortable rooms to choose from.
Ulftaler Schenke is a 4-star establishment, which location is perfect to walk or cycle
through the Ardenne region. Its gourmet restaurant serves seasonal, terroir dishes sure
to delight visitors.
A family-managed hotel dedicated to its guests
The hotel's 14 rooms are particularly peaceful, the perfect place to relax. All are equipped
with a shower, hair dryer, television, mini-bar and a lounge.
Available on site:
A large terrace
A private, free parking
WIFI
A garage for bikes and motorbikes
A play area
Paddocks and boxes for horses
Conference rooms (max capacity 50 persons)
The hotel restaurant invites you on a culinary journey to taste Belgian specialities.
Find the hotel's latest offers on its website: beautiful rooms and gastronomy combined,
all year round.
Around the Ulftaler Schenke hotel
The hotel, surrounded by nature, is a fantastic starting point for days out in the Ardenne.
Hikers will delight in the stunning landscapes of the region. Cyclists can quickly access

the RAVel network too - bikers should equally love the local roads.
To each season its activity: fishing, golf, karting, skiing...
The hotel also welcomes horse owners: there are lovely meadows nearby and a map of
the possible horse riding rides in the region is available on site.
There are many museums and castles to visit nearby.
The Ulftaler Schenke hotel: the perfect recipe for the perfect stay.
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